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Abstract. Signal flow graphs are combinatorial models for linear dy-
namical systems, playing a foundational role in control theory and engi-
neering. In this survey, we overview a series of works [15, 3, 18, 16, 31,
17, 10, 11, 13, 63, 51] that develop a compositional theory of these struc-
tures, and explore several striking insights emerging from this approach.
In particular, the use of string diagrams, a categorical syntax for graphi-
cal models, allows to switch from the traditional combinatorial treatment
of signal flow graphs to an algebraic characterisation. Within this frame-
work, signal flow graphs may then be treated as a fully-fledged (visual)
programming language, and equipped with important meta-theoretical
properties, such as a complete axiomatisation and a full abstraction theo-
rem. Moreover, the abstract viewpoint offered by string diagrams reveals
that the same algebraic structures modelling linear dynamical systems
may also be used to interpret diverse kinds of models, such as electrical
circuits and Petri nets.

In this respect, our work is a contribution to compositional network theory
(see e.g. [1, 59, 20, 23, 21, 29, 49, 28, 2, 5, 6, 32, 9, 30, 4, 24, 26, 37, 12, ?]),
an emerging multidisciplinary research programme aiming at a uniform
compositional study of different sorts of computational models.

Keywords: Signal Flow Graphs · Compositional Semantics · Category
Theory · String Diagrams.

1 String Diagrams as Resource Sensitive Syntax

Traditional syntax is often identified with trees. Terms are generated from a
signature Σ, which contains generators (aka operations) σ ∈ Σ, each with an
arity ar(σ) ∈ N. The arity tells us the number of arguments σ requires. In
computer science, syntax is often introduced in as a BNF specification. So, e.g.:

t :: = V ar | σ(t1, t2, . . . , tn) (σ ∈ Σ ∧ ar(σ) = n) (1)
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where V ar is a collection of variables. Derivations in (1) are in 1-1 correspondence
with those trees where the internal nodes are labelled with σ ∈ Σ with ar(σ)
children, and the leaves are variables and constants (arity 0 generators).

The BNF description makes the recursive nature of syntax explicit. The
corresponding proof principle is structural induction which is extremely useful
in programming language theory. Mathematically, these principles stem from the
fact that syntax is free: it is the initial algebra of a functor FΣ,V ar : Set→ Set,
or, following Lawvere [43], the free category LΣ with finite products on Σ.

The latter description is especially illuminating because it emphasises the
central role of finite products, which betrays an underlying assumption about
the cartesianity of whatever the syntax is meant to express. In particular, vari-
ables in scope can be used several times, or not used at all. Thus, the data we
operate on is classical : it can be copied and discarded at will. Perhaps less ob-
vious is the post-hoc justification of the definition of signature: all operations
denote functions that have precisely one output. Any operation with two out-
puts can simply be decomposed into two single-output operations by discarding
appropriate outputs. Thus being more liberal with the definition of signature by
allowing coarities other than 1 would not increase expressivity.

What is an appropriate notion of syntax when the underlying data is not
classical? Or if we want to denote non-functional entities (e.g. relations)? A
syntax that is more expressive, in this sense, but retains its recursive specification
and the associated principle of structural induction?

The answer is to replace free categories with products with free props [44, 41].

Definition 1 (Prop). A prop (product and permutation category) is a sym-
metric strict monoidal category with set of objects N, and the monoidal product
on objects is addition: m⊕ n: = m+ n.

We now give a more concrete description of how terms are constructed. In-
stead of trees, terms are string diagrams [57]: terms built from the generators
of Σ, quotiented by topologically intuitive deformations. First, because we are
in a resource sensitive setting, we need to be more liberal with our notion of
signature.

Definition 2. A monoidal signature Σ is a collection of generators σ ∈ Σ,
each with an arity ar(σ) ∈ N and coarity coar(σ) ∈ N.

Concrete terms can still be given a BNF description, as follows:

c :: = σ ∈ Σ | (2)

| | | c⊕ c | c ; c (3)

Differently from (1), arities and coarities are not handled in the BNF but with
the additional structure of (3) and an associated sorting discipline, shown below.
We only consider terms that have a sort, which is unique if it exists.

σ : (ar(σ), coar(σ)) : (0, 0) : (1, 1) : (2, 2)

c : (n, z) d : (z,m)

c ; d : (n,m)

c : (n,m) d : (r, z)

c⊕d : (n+r,m+z)
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The diagrammatic convention for σ ∈ Σ is to draw it as a box with ar(σ)
“dangling wires” on the left and coar(σ) on the right:

...

<latexit sha1_base64="9t0yLdt/3tu5+CGpQbi74j6OfDY=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIJ6LLgxmUF+4A2lMlk0o6dTMLMTTGE/oMLN/op7sStP+CXuHXaZmFbD1w4nHMv997jJ4JrsO1vq7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0/aOk4VZS0ai1h1faKZ4JK1gINg3UQxEvmCdfzx7czvTJjSPJYPkCXMi8hQ8pBTAkZq9ydBDHpQrdl1ew68TpyC1FCB5qD60w9imkZMAhVE655jJ+DlRAGngk0r/VSzhNAxGbKeoZJETHv5/NopvjBKgMNYmZKA5+rfiZxEWmeRbzojAiO96s3E/7xeCuGNl3OZpMAkXSwKU4EhxrPXccAVoyAyQwhV3NyK6YgoQsEEtLRFQ0RUpoKlT/KnbGqSclZzWSftq7rj1t17t9Zwi8zK6Aydo0vkoGvUQHeoiVqIokf0jF7Rm/VivVsf1ueitWQVM6doCdbXL/hXn2Q=</latexit>

...

<latexit sha1_base64="9t0yLdt/3tu5+CGpQbi74j6OfDY=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIJ6LLgxmUF+4A2lMlk0o6dTMLMTTGE/oMLN/op7sStP+CXuHXaZmFbD1w4nHMv997jJ4JrsO1vq7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0/aOk4VZS0ai1h1faKZ4JK1gINg3UQxEvmCdfzx7czvTJjSPJYPkCXMi8hQ8pBTAkZq9ydBDHpQrdl1ew68TpyC1FCB5qD60w9imkZMAhVE655jJ+DlRAGngk0r/VSzhNAxGbKeoZJETHv5/NopvjBKgMNYmZKA5+rfiZxEWmeRbzojAiO96s3E/7xeCuGNl3OZpMAkXSwKU4EhxrPXccAVoyAyQwhV3NyK6YgoQsEEtLRFQ0RUpoKlT/KnbGqSclZzWSftq7rj1t17t9Zwi8zK6Aydo0vkoGvUQHeoiVqIokf0jF7Rm/VivVsf1ueitWQVM6doCdbXL/hXn2Q=</latexit>

{

<latexit sha1_base64="ETVSd3Tuq4QUzuPC+KdQWbuRddo=">AAACDnicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQKuiy4cVnFPqANZTKZtENnJmFmIobQP3DhRj/Fnbj1F/wSt07bLGzrgQuHc+7l3nuChDNtXPfbWVvf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8dtHaeK0BaJeay6AdaUM0lbhhlOu4miWAScdoLxzdTvPFKlWSwfTJZQX+ChZBEj2Fjpvp8PKlW35s6AVolXkCoUaA4qP/0wJqmg0hCOte55bmL8HCvDCKeTcj/VNMFkjIe0Z6nEgmo/n106QedWCVEUK1vSoJn6dyLHQutMBLZTYDPSy95U/M/rpSa69nMmk9RQSeaLopQjE6Pp2yhkihLDM0swUczeisgIK0yMDWdhizYCq0yFC5/kT9nEJuUt57JK2pc1r16r39WrjXqRWQlO4QwuwIMraMAtNKEFBCJ4hld4c16cd+fD+Zy3rjnFzAkswPn6BYivnYc=</latexit>

}

<latexit sha1_base64="/l8rKKFGPF1NQP3SaANDQ0qp6Iw=">AAACDnicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQCuiy4cVnFPqANZTKZtENnkjAzEUPoH7hwo5/iTtz6C36JWydtFrb1wIXDOfdy7z1+wpnStv1tra1vbG5tV3aqu3v7B4e1o+OOilNJaJvEPJY9HyvKWUTbmmlOe4mkWPicdv3JTeF3H6lULI4edJZQT+BRxEJGsDbS/WA6rNXthj0DWiVOSepQojWs/QyCmKSCRppwrFTfsRPt5VhqRjidVgepogkmEzyifUMjLKjy8tmlU3RulACFsTQVaTRT/07kWCiVCd90CqzHatkrxP+8fqrDay9nUZJqGpH5ojDlSMeoeBsFTFKieWYIJpKZWxEZY4mJNuEsbFFaYJnJYOGT/CkrknKWc1klncuG4zbcO7fedMvMKnAKZ3ABDlxBE26hBW0gEMIzvMKb9WK9Wx/W57x1zSpnTmAB1tcvjAGdiQ==</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="CwWweC+7uULMlnCPEJAFel9AJeM=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRS0GXBjcsK9gFtKJPJpB07MwkzEzGE/oMLN/op7sStP+CXuHXaZmGrBy4czrmXe+8JEs60cd0vp7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486Ok4VoW0S81j1AqwpZ5K2DTOc9hJFsQg47QaT65nffaBKs1jemSyhvsAjySJGsLFSZ6DZSOBhtebW3TnQX+IVpAYFWsPq9yCMSSqoNIRjrfuemxg/x8owwum0Mkg1TTCZ4BHtWyqxoNrP59dO0ZlVQhTFypY0aK7+nsix0DoTge0U2Iz1qjcT//P6qYmu/JzJJDVUksWiKOXIxGj2OgqZosTwzBJMFLO3IjLGChNjA1raoo3AKlPh0if5Yza1SXmrufwlnYu616g3bhu1ZqPIrAwncArn4MElNOEGWtAGAvfwBC/w6jw7b86787FoLTnFzDEswfn8AcTMn0U=</latexit>

ar(�)

<latexit sha1_base64="pEs11gEPmBxH0KPObVxiPZH3vQA=">AAACFnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBHqpSQS0GPBi8cK9gPbUCabTbt0dxN2N2II/RcevOhP8SZevfpLvLptc7CtDwYe780wMy9IGFXacb6ttfWNza3t0k55d2//4LBydNxWcSoxaeGYxbIbgCKMCtLSVDPSTSQBHjDSCcY3U7/zSKSisbjXWUJ8DkNBI4pBG+kBZK2v6JDDxaBSderODPYqcQtSRQWag8pPP4xxyonQmIFSPddJtJ+D1BQzMin3U0USwGMYkp6hAjhRfj67eGKfGyW0o1iaEtqeqX8ncuBKZTwwnRz0SC17U/E/r5fq6NrPqUhSTQSeL4pSZuvYnr5vh1QSrFlmCGBJza02HoEErE1IC1uU5iAzGS58kj9lE5OUu5zLKmlf1l2v7t151YZXZFZCp+gM1ZCLrlAD3aImaiGMBHpGr+jNerHerQ/rc966ZhUzJ2gB1tcvSJOgkQ==</latexit>

coar(�)

<latexit sha1_base64="23zx1x59jGZWT4UgXRdZu5eiERQ=">AAACGHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BItQLyWRgB4LXjxWsB/QhjLZbNqlu5uwuxFD6N/w4EV/ijfx6s1f4tVtm4NtfTDweG+GmXlBwqjSjvNtlTY2t7Z3yruVvf2Dw6Pq8UlHxanEpI1jFsteAIowKkhbU81IL5EEeMBIN5jczvzuI5GKxuJBZwnxOYwEjSgGbaQBjkHWB4qOOFwOqzWn4cxhrxO3IDVUoDWs/gzCGKecCI0ZKNV3nUT7OUhNMSPTyiBVJAE8gRHpGyqAE+Xn85un9oVRQjuKpSmh7bn6dyIHrlTGA9PJQY/VqjcT//P6qY5u/JyKJNVE4MWiKGW2ju1ZAHZIJcGaZYYAltTcauMxSMDaxLS0RWkOMpPh0if5UzY1SbmruayTzlXD9RrevVdrekVmZXSGzlEduegaNdEdaqE2wihBz+gVvVkv1rv1YX0uWktWMXOKlmB9/QL4E6F3</latexit>

.

The intuition for the two operations in (3) is given by their diagrammatic con-

ventions: c ; c′ is drawn c c0...
...

... and c⊕c′ is drawn
c

c0 ...

...
...

...

. The sorting dis-

cipline thus keeps track of the “dangling wires” of each term and ensures that
the above diagrammatic convention makes sense.

Example 1. Consider a signature for a simple thread coordination language:

Σ =
{

spawn

<latexit sha1_base64="T0YqxGFgH+lXeROpsbUuAR5neUk=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQKeix48VjBfkAby2azaZfubsLuRBtC/4cHL/pTvIlXL/4Sr27aHGzrg4HHezPMzPNjzjQ4zre1tr6xubVd2inv7u0fHFaOjts6ShShLRLxSHV9rClnkraAAafdWFEsfE47/vgm9zuPVGkWyXtIY+oJPJQsZASDkR76QCegw0zH+ElOB5WqU3NmsFeJW5AqKtAcVH76QUQSQSUQjrXuuU4MXoYVMMLptNxPNI0xGeMh7RkqsaDay2ZXT+1zowR2GClTEuyZ+nciw0LrVPimU2AY6WUvF//zegmE117GZJwAlWS+KEy4DZGdR2AHTFECPDUEE8XMrTYZYYUJmKAWtmgQWKUqWPgkm6R5Uu5yLqukfVlz67X6Xb3aqBeZldApOkMXyEVXqIFuURO1EEEKPaNX9Ga9WO/Wh/U5b12zipkTtADr6xcq3aND</latexit>

, fork

<latexit sha1_base64="UIBwBTBZrQt/jd9V32iqtgqgq9M=">AAACGXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIp6LLgxmUF+4A2lMlk0g6dTOLMjTSEfocLN/op7sStK7/ErZM2C9t6YOBwzr2cO8eLBddg299WaWNza3unvFvZ2z84PKoen3R0lCjK2jQSkep5RDPBJWsDB8F6sWIk9ATrepPb3O8+MaV5JB8gjZkbkpHkAacEjOQOgE1BB1kQqclsWK3ZdXsOvE6cgtRQgdaw+jPwI5qETAIVROu+Y8fgZkQBp4LNKoNEs5jQCRmxvqGShEy72fzoGb4wio9NsHkS8Fz9u5GRUOs09MxkSGCsV71c/M/rJxDcuBmXcQJM0kVQkAgMEc4bwD5XjIJIDSFUcXMrpmOiCAXT01KKhpCoVPlLP8mmad6Us9rLOulc1Z1GvXHfqDUbRWdldIbO0SVy0DVqojvUQm1E0SN6Rq/ozXqx3q0P63MxWrKKnVO0BOvrFzpfosI=</latexit>

, merge

<latexit sha1_base64="zA/xeTGdJYKrN4EC8SJzoCJk/vY=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQS0GPBi8cK9gPaWDabSbt0Nwm7E2kI/R8evOhP8SZevfhLvJq2OdjWBwOP92aYmefFgmu0rG+jtLG5tb1T3q3s7R8cHlWPT9o6ShSDFotEpLoe1SB4CC3kKKAbK6DSE9Dxxrczv/MESvMofMA0BlfSYcgDzijm0mMfYYI6yCSoIUwH1ZpVt+Yw14ldkBop0BxUf/p+xBIJITJBte7ZVoxuRhVyJmBa6ScaYsrGdAi9nIZUgnaz+dVT8yJXfDOIVF4hmnP170RGpdap9PJOSXGkV72Z+J/XSzC4cTMexglCyBaLgkSYGJmzCEyfK2Ao0pxQpnh+q8lGVFGGeVBLWzRKqlLlL32STdJZUvZqLuukfVW3nbpz79QaTpFZmZyRc3JJbHJNGuSONEmLMKLIM3klb8aL8W58GJ+L1pJRzJySJRhfvwEcoyo=</latexit>

, end

<latexit sha1_base64="z7gzImxouHsgzwpdQ42KQBARxCM=">AAACGHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQKeix48VjBfkATymYzaZduNmF3Ig2hf8ODF/0p3sSrN3+JV5M2B9v6YODx3gwz87xYcI2W9W1sbG5t7+xW9qr7B4dHx7WT066OEsWgwyIRqb5HNQguoYMcBfRjBTT0BPS8yV3h955AaR7JR0xjcEM6kjzgjGIuOQ7CFHWQgfRnw1rdalhzmOvELkmdlGgPaz+OH7EkBIlMUK0HthWjm1GFnAmYVZ1EQ0zZhI5gkFNJQ9BuNr95Zl7mim8GkcpLojlX/05kNNQ6Db28M6Q41qteIf7nDRIMbt2MyzhBkGyxKEiEiZFZBGD6XAFDkeaEMsXzW002pooyzGNa2qIxpCpV/tIn2TQtkrJXc1kn3euG3Ww0H5r1VrPMrELOyQW5Ija5IS1yT9qkQxiJyTN5JW/Gi/FufBifi9YNo5w5I0swvn4BQ8SiPQ==</latexit>

.
}

The following is derivable from (2), (3), drawn according to the conventions.

merge

<latexit sha1_base64="zA/xeTGdJYKrN4EC8SJzoCJk/vY=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQS0GPBi8cK9gPaWDabSbt0Nwm7E2kI/R8evOhP8SZevfhLvJq2OdjWBwOP92aYmefFgmu0rG+jtLG5tb1T3q3s7R8cHlWPT9o6ShSDFotEpLoe1SB4CC3kKKAbK6DSE9Dxxrczv/MESvMofMA0BlfSYcgDzijm0mMfYYI6yCSoIUwH1ZpVt+Yw14ldkBop0BxUf/p+xBIJITJBte7ZVoxuRhVyJmBa6ScaYsrGdAi9nIZUgnaz+dVT8yJXfDOIVF4hmnP170RGpdap9PJOSXGkV72Z+J/XSzC4cTMexglCyBaLgkSYGJmzCEyfK2Ao0pxQpnh+q8lGVFGGeVBLWzRKqlLlL32STdJZUvZqLuukfVW3nbpz79QaTpFZmZyRc3JJbHJNGuSONEmLMKLIM3klb8aL8W58GJ+L1pJRzJySJRhfvwEcoyo=</latexit>

spawn

<latexit sha1_base64="T0YqxGFgH+lXeROpsbUuAR5neUk=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQKeix48VjBfkAby2azaZfubsLuRBtC/4cHL/pTvIlXL/4Sr27aHGzrg4HHezPMzPNjzjQ4zre1tr6xubVd2inv7u0fHFaOjts6ShShLRLxSHV9rClnkraAAafdWFEsfE47/vgm9zuPVGkWyXtIY+oJPJQsZASDkR76QCegw0zH+ElOB5WqU3NmsFeJW5AqKtAcVH76QUQSQSUQjrXuuU4MXoYVMMLptNxPNI0xGeMh7RkqsaDay2ZXT+1zowR2GClTEuyZ+nciw0LrVPimU2AY6WUvF//zegmE117GZJwAlWS+KEy4DZGdR2AHTFECPDUEE8XMrTYZYYUJmKAWtmgQWKUqWPgkm6R5Uu5yLqukfVlz67X6Xb3aqBeZldApOkMXyEVXqIFuURO1EEEKPaNX9Ga9WO/Wh/U5b12zipkTtADr6xcq3aND</latexit>

fork

<latexit sha1_base64="UIBwBTBZrQt/jd9V32iqtgqgq9M=">AAACGXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIp6LLgxmUF+4A2lMlk0g6dTOLMjTSEfocLN/op7sStK7/ErZM2C9t6YOBwzr2cO8eLBddg299WaWNza3unvFvZ2z84PKoen3R0lCjK2jQSkep5RDPBJWsDB8F6sWIk9ATrepPb3O8+MaV5JB8gjZkbkpHkAacEjOQOgE1BB1kQqclsWK3ZdXsOvE6cgtRQgdaw+jPwI5qETAIVROu+Y8fgZkQBp4LNKoNEs5jQCRmxvqGShEy72fzoGb4wio9NsHkS8Fz9u5GRUOs09MxkSGCsV71c/M/rJxDcuBmXcQJM0kVQkAgMEc4bwD5XjIJIDSFUcXMrpmOiCAXT01KKhpCoVPlLP8mmad6Us9rLOulc1Z1GvXHfqDUbRWdldIbO0SVy0DVqojvUQm1E0SN6Rq/ozXqx3q0P63MxWrKKnVO0BOvrFzpfosI=</latexit>

spawn

<latexit sha1_base64="T0YqxGFgH+lXeROpsbUuAR5neUk=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQKeix48VjBfkAby2azaZfubsLuRBtC/4cHL/pTvIlXL/4Sr27aHGzrg4HHezPMzPNjzjQ4zre1tr6xubVd2inv7u0fHFaOjts6ShShLRLxSHV9rClnkraAAafdWFEsfE47/vgm9zuPVGkWyXtIY+oJPJQsZASDkR76QCegw0zH+ElOB5WqU3NmsFeJW5AqKtAcVH76QUQSQSUQjrXuuU4MXoYVMMLptNxPNI0xGeMh7RkqsaDay2ZXT+1zowR2GClTEuyZ+nciw0LrVPimU2AY6WUvF//zegmE117GZJwAlWS+KEy4DZGdR2AHTFECPDUEE8XMrTYZYYUJmKAWtmgQWKUqWPgkm6R5Uu5yLqukfVlz67X6Xb3aqBeZldApOkMXyEVXqIFuURO1EEEKPaNX9Ga9WO/Wh/U5b12zipkTtADr6xcq3aND</latexit>

end

<latexit sha1_base64="z7gzImxouHsgzwpdQ42KQBARxCM=">AAACGHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQKeix48VjBfkATymYzaZduNmF3Ig2hf8ODF/0p3sSrN3+JV5M2B9v6YODx3gwz87xYcI2W9W1sbG5t7+xW9qr7B4dHx7WT066OEsWgwyIRqb5HNQguoYMcBfRjBTT0BPS8yV3h955AaR7JR0xjcEM6kjzgjGIuOQ7CFHWQgfRnw1rdalhzmOvELkmdlGgPaz+OH7EkBIlMUK0HthWjm1GFnAmYVZ1EQ0zZhI5gkFNJQ9BuNr95Zl7mim8GkcpLojlX/05kNNQ6Db28M6Q41qteIf7nDRIMbt2MyzhBkGyxKEiEiZFZBGD6XAFDkeaEMsXzW002pooyzGNa2qIxpCpV/tIn2TQtkrJXc1kn3euG3Ww0H5r1VrPMrELOyQW5Ija5IS1yT9qkQxiJyTN5JW/Gi/FufBifi9YNo5w5I0swvn4BQ8SiPQ==</latexit>

Note that we need to introduce the dotted line boxes in order to identify precisely
the term drawn. Indeed the above corresponds to the term

((spawn⊕ spawn) ; (fork⊕ ))) ; (end⊕merge)

Note that other terms yield the same connectivity, for example:

merge

<latexit sha1_base64="zA/xeTGdJYKrN4EC8SJzoCJk/vY=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQS0GPBi8cK9gPaWDabSbt0Nwm7E2kI/R8evOhP8SZevfhLvJq2OdjWBwOP92aYmefFgmu0rG+jtLG5tb1T3q3s7R8cHlWPT9o6ShSDFotEpLoe1SB4CC3kKKAbK6DSE9Dxxrczv/MESvMofMA0BlfSYcgDzijm0mMfYYI6yCSoIUwH1ZpVt+Yw14ldkBop0BxUf/p+xBIJITJBte7ZVoxuRhVyJmBa6ScaYsrGdAi9nIZUgnaz+dVT8yJXfDOIVF4hmnP170RGpdap9PJOSXGkV72Z+J/XSzC4cTMexglCyBaLgkSYGJmzCEyfK2Ao0pxQpnh+q8lGVFGGeVBLWzRKqlLlL32STdJZUvZqLuukfVW3nbpz79QaTpFZmZyRc3JJbHJNGuSONEmLMKLIM3klb8aL8W58GJ+L1pJRzJySJRhfvwEcoyo=</latexit>

spawn

<latexit sha1_base64="T0YqxGFgH+lXeROpsbUuAR5neUk=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQKeix48VjBfkAby2azaZfubsLuRBtC/4cHL/pTvIlXL/4Sr27aHGzrg4HHezPMzPNjzjQ4zre1tr6xubVd2inv7u0fHFaOjts6ShShLRLxSHV9rClnkraAAafdWFEsfE47/vgm9zuPVGkWyXtIY+oJPJQsZASDkR76QCegw0zH+ElOB5WqU3NmsFeJW5AqKtAcVH76QUQSQSUQjrXuuU4MXoYVMMLptNxPNI0xGeMh7RkqsaDay2ZXT+1zowR2GClTEuyZ+nciw0LrVPimU2AY6WUvF//zegmE117GZJwAlWS+KEy4DZGdR2AHTFECPDUEE8XMrTYZYYUJmKAWtmgQWKUqWPgkm6R5Uu5yLqukfVlz67X6Xb3aqBeZldApOkMXyEVXqIFuURO1EEEKPaNX9Ga9WO/Wh/U5b12zipkTtADr6xcq3aND</latexit>

fork

<latexit sha1_base64="UIBwBTBZrQt/jd9V32iqtgqgq9M=">AAACGXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIp6LLgxmUF+4A2lMlk0g6dTOLMjTSEfocLN/op7sStK7/ErZM2C9t6YOBwzr2cO8eLBddg299WaWNza3unvFvZ2z84PKoen3R0lCjK2jQSkep5RDPBJWsDB8F6sWIk9ATrepPb3O8+MaV5JB8gjZkbkpHkAacEjOQOgE1BB1kQqclsWK3ZdXsOvE6cgtRQgdaw+jPwI5qETAIVROu+Y8fgZkQBp4LNKoNEs5jQCRmxvqGShEy72fzoGb4wio9NsHkS8Fz9u5GRUOs09MxkSGCsV71c/M/rJxDcuBmXcQJM0kVQkAgMEc4bwD5XjIJIDSFUcXMrpmOiCAXT01KKhpCoVPlLP8mmad6Us9rLOulc1Z1GvXHfqDUbRWdldIbO0SVy0DVqojvUQm1E0SN6Rq/ozXqx3q0P63MxWrKKnVO0BOvrFzpfosI=</latexit>

spawn

<latexit sha1_base64="T0YqxGFgH+lXeROpsbUuAR5neUk=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQKeix48VjBfkAby2azaZfubsLuRBtC/4cHL/pTvIlXL/4Sr27aHGzrg4HHezPMzPNjzjQ4zre1tr6xubVd2inv7u0fHFaOjts6ShShLRLxSHV9rClnkraAAafdWFEsfE47/vgm9zuPVGkWyXtIY+oJPJQsZASDkR76QCegw0zH+ElOB5WqU3NmsFeJW5AqKtAcVH76QUQSQSUQjrXuuU4MXoYVMMLptNxPNI0xGeMh7RkqsaDay2ZXT+1zowR2GClTEuyZ+nciw0LrVPimU2AY6WUvF//zegmE117GZJwAlWS+KEy4DZGdR2AHTFECPDUEE8XMrTYZYYUJmKAWtmgQWKUqWPgkm6R5Uu5yLqukfVlz67X6Xb3aqBeZldApOkMXyEVXqIFuURO1EEEKPaNX9Ga9WO/Wh/U5b12zipkTtADr6xcq3aND</latexit>

end

<latexit sha1_base64="z7gzImxouHsgzwpdQ42KQBARxCM=">AAACGHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQKeix48VjBfkATymYzaZduNmF3Ig2hf8ODF/0p3sSrN3+JV5M2B9v6YODx3gwz87xYcI2W9W1sbG5t7+xW9qr7B4dHx7WT066OEsWgwyIRqb5HNQguoYMcBfRjBTT0BPS8yV3h955AaR7JR0xjcEM6kjzgjGIuOQ7CFHWQgfRnw1rdalhzmOvELkmdlGgPaz+OH7EkBIlMUK0HthWjm1GFnAmYVZ1EQ0zZhI5gkFNJQ9BuNr95Zl7mim8GkcpLojlX/05kNNQ6Db28M6Q41qteIf7nDRIMbt2MyzhBkGyxKEiEiZFZBGD6XAFDkeaEMsXzW002pooyzGNa2qIxpCpV/tIn2TQtkrJXc1kn3euG3Ww0H5r1VrPMrELOyQW5Ija5IS1yT9qkQxiJyTN5JW/Gi/FufBifi9YNo5w5I0swvn4BQ8SiPQ==</latexit>

merge

<latexit sha1_base64="zA/xeTGdJYKrN4EC8SJzoCJk/vY=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQS0GPBi8cK9gPaWDabSbt0Nwm7E2kI/R8evOhP8SZevfhLvJq2OdjWBwOP92aYmefFgmu0rG+jtLG5tb1T3q3s7R8cHlWPT9o6ShSDFotEpLoe1SB4CC3kKKAbK6DSE9Dxxrczv/MESvMofMA0BlfSYcgDzijm0mMfYYI6yCSoIUwH1ZpVt+Yw14ldkBop0BxUf/p+xBIJITJBte7ZVoxuRhVyJmBa6ScaYsrGdAi9nIZUgnaz+dVT8yJXfDOIVF4hmnP170RGpdap9PJOSXGkV72Z+J/XSzC4cTMexglCyBaLgkSYGJmzCEyfK2Ao0pxQpnh+q8lGVFGGeVBLWzRKqlLlL32STdJZUvZqLuukfVW3nbpz79QaTpFZmZyRc3JJbHJNGuSONEmLMKLIM3klb8aL8W58GJ+L1pJRzJySJRhfvwEcoyo=</latexit>

spawn

<latexit sha1_base64="T0YqxGFgH+lXeROpsbUuAR5neUk=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQKeix48VjBfkAby2azaZfubsLuRBtC/4cHL/pTvIlXL/4Sr27aHGzrg4HHezPMzPNjzjQ4zre1tr6xubVd2inv7u0fHFaOjts6ShShLRLxSHV9rClnkraAAafdWFEsfE47/vgm9zuPVGkWyXtIY+oJPJQsZASDkR76QCegw0zH+ElOB5WqU3NmsFeJW5AqKtAcVH76QUQSQSUQjrXuuU4MXoYVMMLptNxPNI0xGeMh7RkqsaDay2ZXT+1zowR2GClTEuyZ+nciw0LrVPimU2AY6WUvF//zegmE117GZJwAlWS+KEy4DZGdR2AHTFECPDUEE8XMrTYZYYUJmKAWtmgQWKUqWPgkm6R5Uu5yLqukfVlz67X6Xb3aqBeZldApOkMXyEVXqIFuURO1EEEKPaNX9Ga9WO/Wh/U5b12zipkTtADr6xcq3aND</latexit>

fork

<latexit sha1_base64="UIBwBTBZrQt/jd9V32iqtgqgq9M=">AAACGXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIp6LLgxmUF+4A2lMlk0g6dTOLMjTSEfocLN/op7sStK7/ErZM2C9t6YOBwzr2cO8eLBddg299WaWNza3unvFvZ2z84PKoen3R0lCjK2jQSkep5RDPBJWsDB8F6sWIk9ATrepPb3O8+MaV5JB8gjZkbkpHkAacEjOQOgE1BB1kQqclsWK3ZdXsOvE6cgtRQgdaw+jPwI5qETAIVROu+Y8fgZkQBp4LNKoNEs5jQCRmxvqGShEy72fzoGb4wio9NsHkS8Fz9u5GRUOs09MxkSGCsV71c/M/rJxDcuBmXcQJM0kVQkAgMEc4bwD5XjIJIDSFUcXMrpmOiCAXT01KKhpCoVPlLP8mmad6Us9rLOulc1Z1GvXHfqDUbRWdldIbO0SVy0DVqojvUQm1E0SN6Rq/ozXqx3q0P63MxWrKKnVO0BOvrFzpfosI=</latexit>

spawn

<latexit sha1_base64="T0YqxGFgH+lXeROpsbUuAR5neUk=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQKeix48VjBfkAby2azaZfubsLuRBtC/4cHL/pTvIlXL/4Sr27aHGzrg4HHezPMzPNjzjQ4zre1tr6xubVd2inv7u0fHFaOjts6ShShLRLxSHV9rClnkraAAafdWFEsfE47/vgm9zuPVGkWyXtIY+oJPJQsZASDkR76QCegw0zH+ElOB5WqU3NmsFeJW5AqKtAcVH76QUQSQSUQjrXuuU4MXoYVMMLptNxPNI0xGeMh7RkqsaDay2ZXT+1zowR2GClTEuyZ+nciw0LrVPimU2AY6WUvF//zegmE117GZJwAlWS+KEy4DZGdR2AHTFECPDUEE8XMrTYZYYUJmKAWtmgQWKUqWPgkm6R5Uu5yLqukfVlz67X6Xb3aqBeZldApOkMXyEVXqIFuURO1EEEKPaNX9Ga9WO/Wh/U5b12zipkTtADr6xcq3aND</latexit>

end

<latexit sha1_base64="z7gzImxouHsgzwpdQ42KQBARxCM=">AAACGHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQKeix48VjBfkATymYzaZduNmF3Ig2hf8ODF/0p3sSrN3+JV5M2B9v6YODx3gwz87xYcI2W9W1sbG5t7+xW9qr7B4dHx7WT066OEsWgwyIRqb5HNQguoYMcBfRjBTT0BPS8yV3h955AaR7JR0xjcEM6kjzgjGIuOQ7CFHWQgfRnw1rdalhzmOvELkmdlGgPaz+OH7EkBIlMUK0HthWjm1GFnAmYVZ1EQ0zZhI5gkFNJQ9BuNr95Zl7mim8GkcpLojlX/05kNNQ6Db28M6Q41qteIf7nDRIMbt2MyzhBkGyxKEiEiZFZBGD6XAFDkeaEMsXzW002pooyzGNa2qIxpCpV/tIn2TQtkrJXc1kn3euG3Ww0H5r1VrPMrELOyQW5Ija5IS1yT9qkQxiJyTN5JW/Gi/FufBifi9YNo5w5I0swvn4BQ8SiPQ==</latexit>

which correspond, respectively, to

(spawn ; fork)⊕ spawn) ; (end⊕merge) and

(spawn⊕ (spawn ; fork))⊕ ((( ⊕ ) ; ( ⊕ )) ; (end⊕merge)).

The laws of props identify all and precisely the terms that have the same
underlying connectivity. The slogan is “only the topology matters”. This means
that, in the free prop on Σ, we do not need to blemish our diagrams with dotted-
line boxes, and string diagrams unambiguously represent terms (up-to the laws of
props). Nevertheless, we have access to the low-level representation given by (2),
(3), with the particular choice of representative immaterial.

Moreover, the fact that our diagrams are the arrows of free props means that
they behave analogously to classical syntax. Indeed, as we have seen, they have
a recursive definition and enjoy an analogous principle of structural induction.
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2 The Calculus of Signal Flow Diagrams

The subject of this paper is a specific string diagrammatic syntax, called the
calculus of signal flow diagrams. We shall see that, as the name suggests, this
syntax is adapted to reason algebraically about signal flow graphs, a well-known
foundational structure in control theory and engineering (see e.g. [58, 45]).

Fixed a semiring R, the monoidal signature of the calculus of signal flow
diagrams is:

Σ = { , , x , , , , , x , , }
∪ { r , r | r ∈ R } (4)

The sorts are apparent from the depictions and given by counting dangling wires
on each side. As we shall see, the indeterminate x plays a role akin to that in
polynomials. Let Circ be the free prop on (4), as in §1. We usually refer to the
arrows of Circ (i.e. terms obtained from composing generators in (4)) as circuits.

While we delay the semantics of the terms of Circ, to Sections 3 and 4,
it is useful to introduce some intuitions for our generators. The five leftmost
generators and r of (4) can be thought of as taking signals—values in R—
from the left boundary to the right: thus is a copier, duplicating the signal
arriving on the left; accepts any signal on the left and discards it, producing
nothing on the right; is an adder that takes two signals on the left and
emits their sum on the right, and constantly emits the signal 0 on the right;

r is an amplifier, multiplying the signal on the left by r ∈ R. Finally, x

is a delay, a synchronous one place buffer initialised with 0. The five rightmost
generators of (4) and r are “reflected about the y-axis”. Their behaviour is
symmetric—here it is helpful to think of signals as flowing from right to left.

Example 2. Consider the two circuits below.

-1 x x

According to our intuitions, in the left circuit, the signal flows from right to
left, while in the other from left to right – indeed, the “cup” ; and “cap”

; allow us to form a feedback loop. In Section 3, we shall provide circuits
with a formal semantics. In Example 4 we shall see that the circuits have the
same semantics, despite the apparent incompatibility in signal flow direction.

We identify two sub-categories of Circ: C−→irc is the free prop on

{ , , x , , } ∪ { r | r ∈ R }
and C←−irc is the free prop on

{ , , x , , } ∪ { r | r ∈ R }
The notation recalls the intuition that for circuits in C−→irc , the signal flows from
left to right, and in C←−irc from right to left. Clearly C←−irc is isomorphic to the
opposite category of C−→irc : C←−irc circuits can be seen as reflections of C−→irc circuits.
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2.1 Feedback and Classical Signal Flow Diagrams

Beyond C−→irc and C←−irc , we identify a class of circuits that adheres closely to the
orthodox notion of signal flow graph [45], albeit without directed wires. Here, the
signal can flow from left to right, as in C−→irc , but with the possibility of feedbacks,
provided that these pass through at least one delay. This amounts to defining,
for all n, m, a map Tr(·) : Circ[n+1,m+1]→ Circ[n,m] taking c : n+1→ m+1
to the n-to-m circuit below:

x
c

<latexit sha1_base64="bhiSapZqB4YpGiPqZwij2aj/HSs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjy2YGuhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjto5TxbDFYhGrTkA1Ci6xZbgR2EkU0igQ+BCMb2f+wxMqzWN5byYJ+hEdSh5yRo2VmqxfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ+6Lq1arXzVqlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OAS6nAHDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fykWM8w==</latexit>

(5)

Intuitively, Tr(·) adds to c a feedback loop from its topmost right to its top-
most left port. We can now formally define classical signal flow graphs as the
(symmetric monoidal) sub-category SF of Circ inductively given as follows:

(i) if c ∈ C−→irc [n,m], then c ∈ SF[n,m]
(ii) if c ∈ SF[n+ 1,m+ 1], then Tr(c) ∈ SF[n,m]
(iii) if c1 ∈ SF[n, z] and c2 ∈ SF[z,m], then c1 ; c2 ∈ SF[n,m]
(iv) if c1 ∈ SF[n,m] and c2 ∈ SF[r, z], then c1 ⊕ c2 ∈ SF[n+ r,m+ z].

Equivalently, SF is the smallest sub-category of Circ that contains C−→irc and is
closed under Tr. For instance, the right circuit of Example 2 is in SF.

Remark 1. The reader may have recognised in (5) the structure of a trace [38].
In fact, there is a tradition of modelling systems with feedback in terms of
traced monoidal categories [34]. The algebraic core of these structures has also
been studied in the context of iteration theories [8] and Stefanescu’s network
algebra [60]. Concerning the more specific setting of signal flow graphs, previous
categorical approaches have been mostly based on coalgebra theory [55, 7, 46].
A distinguishing feature of the string diagrammatic approach presented here
(originated in [15], and then independently proposed in [3]) is the adoption
of a more abstract framework, Circ, featuring more circuit diagrams than just
classical signal flow graphs (which form a subcategory SF). As we will see in
Sections 4 and 5, the increased generality comes at the price of making the
operational analysis subtler. The payoff is a more elementary syntax (4), not
featuring any primitive for recursion, and the possibility of a neat axiomatisation
(Section 3.1) in terms of well-known algebraic structures such as bimonoids and
Frobenius monoids.

3 Denotational Semantics

Here we equip circuits with a denotational semantics, assigning to each an ele-
ment of an appropriate mathematical universe.

Since each generator of (4) has a clear flow directionality, it may be tempting
to interpret them as functions, mapping inputs to outputs. However, when “in-
compatible” connectors are combined, functional interpretations often become
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untenable. For instance, there is no clear way of understanding ; as a
function. It can, however, be interpreted as a relation that constrains the ob-
servable behaviours: for example, in this particular case, the constraint is that
at any point in time the same value is observed on both ports.

The semantics of a circuit c ∈ Circ[n,m] is thus some relation R. A pair
(u, v) ∈ R is evidence of a possible execution. The specific nature of u and v
changes according to the semantic model chosen, but the idea is that in the exe-
cution evidenced by (u, v), u and v are vectors of observations, with u accounting
for what is observed on the left ports and v for what is observed on the right
ports. Such relations naturally organise themselves as arrows of a prop.

Definition 3 (RelX). Given a set X of observations, RelX is the prop with
arrows m → n the relations R ⊆ Xm ×Xn. The monoidal product is given by
cartesian product, and composition of R : m1 → m2 and S : m2 → m3 is:

{(u, v) | u ∈ Rm1 , v ∈ Rm3 and there is w ∈ Rm2 with (u,w) ∈ R and (w, v) ∈ S}

Since the syntax (4) is parametrised over a semiring R, and the interpretation
of the white generators { , , , } is addition, it is natural to consider
observations at each port as elements of R, which provides the bare-bone alge-
braic structure (addition and multiplication) of signals. As alluded to previously,
different choices of R allow us to change the semantic model of a circuit. For the
remainder of this section we assume that the semiring of signals R is a field k.

The denotational semantics assigns to a circuit c, the relation of trajectories
that correspond to all possible executions of c. There are, again, different choices
for what one may consider as an “execution”, giving us one additional dimension
of semantic models. The two cases mainly studied in the literature are: finite-
in-the-past, infinite-in-the-future executions—equivalent to assuming executions
start with 0-initialised registers—and bi-infinite trajectories, equivalent to (addi-
tionally) considering executions where registers can hold arbitrary initial values
at all times. We will make these observations more precise in Remark 5, having
introduced formal operational semantics of circuits.

The set of finite-in-the-past, infinite-in-the-future trajectories is the field
k((x)) of Laurent series over k. Indeed, a Laurent series σ can be understood as
a stream, i.e. an infinite sequence of k-elements

σ−2 σ−1 σ0 σ1 σ2 . . . σn . . .

where σi intuitively represents a discrete unit of signal appearing at one of the
circuit ports at a certain moment in time. We underline the initial moment of
time: thus, in the above, the behaviour σ0 is observed at time 0. Thus a Laurent
series may have possibly infinitely many non-zero observations in the future (σ1,
σ2, etc.), but only finitely many in the past (σ−1 and σ−2). An equivalent way
of seeing Laurent series is as formal sums σ =

∑∞
i=d σix

i, where d ∈ Z indexes
the first non-zero element appearing in σ. In this way, Laurent series can be
manipulated (added, multiplied) as polynomials. In fact, Laurent series are well-
known to be the field of fractions of the ring k[[x]] of formal power series.
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The set of bi-infinite trajectories is kZ, i.e. the set of functions from the set
of integers Z to k. The algebraic structure common to both k((x)) and kZ is that
they are k[x, x−1] modules: roughly speaking, this amounts to saying that:

– trajectories are time-independent: they can be moved one place forward in
time (captured as the action of multiplying by x) and moved one place back
in time (the action of multiplying by x−1);

– trajectories are linear: the always 0 sequence is a trajectory and trajectories
are closed under pointwise addition.

We can define the denotational semantics in a trajectory-agnostic way:

Definition 4. Let Traj ∈ { k((x)), kZ }. The prop morphism [[·]] : Circ → RelTraj
is inductively defined on circuits as follows. For the generators in (4)

7−→
{(

σ,

(
σ
σ

))
| σ ∈ Traj

}
7−→

{((
σ
τ

)
, σ + τ

)
| σ, τ ∈ Traj

}
7−→ {(σ, •) | σ ∈ Traj} 7−→ {(•, 0)}

r 7−→ {(σ, σ · r) | σ ∈ Traj} x 7−→ {(σ, σ · x) | σ ∈ Traj}

where • is the only element of k((x))0. The semantics of the reflected generators
is symmetric, e.g. is mapped to {(σ, •) | p ∈ k((x))}.

For space reasons, we refer the reader to [31] (and Remark 3 below) for more
details on the semantics in terms of bi-infinite trajectories. Henceforth, we shall
fix the choice of Laurent series k((x)) as the trajectories of choice.

Example 3. In Example 2, we presented the circuit c2 as the composition of four
sequential chunks. Their denotational semantics, following Definition 4, is below.

[[( ; )⊕ ]] = {(σ1,
(
τ1
τ1
σ1

)
) | σ1, τ1 ∈ k((x))}

[[ ⊕ ( ; )]] = {(
(
τ2
σ2

ρ2

)
,

(
τ2

σ2 + ρ2
σ2 + ρ2

)
) | σ2, τ2, ρ2 ∈ k((x))}

[[( ⊕ x )⊕ ]] = {(
(
τ3
σ3

ρ3

)
,

(
τ3

x · σ3

ρ3

)
) | σ3, τ3, ρ3 ∈ k((x))}

[[( ; )⊕ ]] = {(
(
τ4
τ4
σ4

)
, σ4) | σ4, τ4 ∈ k((x))}

The composition in Relk((x)) of the four linear relations above is

{(σ1, σ4) | there exist σ2, σ3, τ1, . . . , τ4, ρ2, ρ3 s.t.

{
τ1 = τ2 = σ2 = τ3 = τ4,

σ2 + ρ2 = σ3, x · σ3 = τ4
σ1 = ρ2, σ2 + ρ2 = ρ3 = σ4

}

By simple algebraic manipulations one can check that the above systems of equa-
tions has a unique solution given by σ4 = 1

1−xσ1. Since [[·]] is a prop morphism
and c2 is the composition of the four chunks above, we obtain

[[c2]] = {(σ1,
1

1− x · σ1) | σ1 ∈ k((x))}.
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This relation contains all pairs of streams that can occur on the left and on the
right ports of c2. For instance if 1, 0, 0 . . . is on the left, 1, 1, 1 . . . is on the right.

For the other circuit of Example 2, namely c1, it is immediate to see that

[[c1]] = {((1− x) · σ1, σ1) | σ1 ∈ k((x))}

which is the same relation as [[c2]]. In Example 4, we will prove the equivalence
of the two circuits using equational reasoning, justified in the next section.

3.1 Interacting Hopf Algebras: the Equational Theory of Circuits

As witnessed by Example 3, different circuits (as morphisms of Circ) may have
the same denotational semantics. It is thus natural to ask whether there is an
equational theory which axiomatises denotational equality, i.e. it makes two
circuits equal precisely when they denote the same relation. In fact, an equational
theory exists, and it is remarkably modular.

The results in this section rely on various “polynomial-like” concepts: the ring
of polynomials k[x], its field of fractions k(x), the ring k〈x〉 of rational fractions
of polynomials, formal power series k[[x]], and its field of fractions, the field
of Laurent series k((x)). We give a summary in Table 1. Note that polynomials
p ∈ k[x] are expressible in our syntax (4): for example, the polynomial 1+x+2x2

is captured by the following diagram:

x

x x

k[x] ring of polynomials
∑n

0 kix
i for some n ∈ N

k(x) field of polynomial fractions p
q

for p, q ∈ k[x] with q 6= 0

k〈x〉 ring of rationals
∑n

0 kix
i∑m

0 ljxj with l0 6= 0

k[[x]] ring of formal power series
∑∞

0 kix
i

k((x)) field of Laurent series
∑∞

d kix
i for some d ∈ Z

k[[x]]
� � // k((x))

k〈x〉
0 P

``

� u

((
k[x]
* 

77

�� //?�

OO

k(x)
� ?

OO

Table 1. Rings and fields over a field k (ki and lj range over k).

The equational theory, given in Figure 1, is comprised of the following ‘blocks’:

– In the first block, both the black and white structures form commutative
monoids and comonoids, capturing properties of addition and copying.

– In the second block, the white monoid and black comonoid interact as
a bimonoid. Bimonoids are one of two canonical ways that monoids and
comonoids interact, as shown in [41].
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– In the third and fourth block, both the black and the white monoid/comonoid
pair form an extraspecial Frobenius monoid. The Frobenius equations (fr 1)
and (fr 2) are a famous algebraic pattern which establishes a bridge between
algebraic and topological phenomena, see [22, 40, 24]. The “extraspecial”
refers to the last two equations on each line, two additional equations, the
special equation (•-sp, ◦-sp) and the bone equation (•-bo, ◦-sp). The Frobe-
nius equations, together with the special equation, are the other canonical
pattern of interaction between monoids and comonoids identified in [41].
Together with the bone equation, the set of four equations characterises
corelations, see [19, 64, 25].

– The equations in the fifth block are parametrised over p ∈ k[x] and describe
commutativity of p with respect to the other operations, as well as
multiplication and addition of scalars.

– The sixth block describes the interpretation of p as division by p, and
shows how fractions are expressible in the circuit syntax.

– Finally, the last block expresses the possibility of changing the colour of
“feedback loops”, modulo the insertion of the scalar −1. In fact, it can be
shown that these loops define a compact closed structure [39] on the category
of circuits.

Remark 2. The axioms in Figure 1 are refereed to as the theory of Interacting
Hopf Algebras (IH). The name hints at the modular nature of the theory: the
Frobenius monoid equations (fourth block), the fractions equations (sixth block)
and the feedback equations (last block) can be seen as the result of combining
the two Hopf algebras (the remaining blocks) via distributive laws of props [63,
18]. In fact, IH is modular at multiple levels: Hopf algebras themselves can be
factorised in terms of distributive laws between monoids and comonoids [63,
18]. Another interesting observation is that the black (copying) and the white
structure (addition) are totally symmetric, in the sense that IH is invariant wrt
colour swapping. The symmetry between the the two colours is broken only by
the 2-categorical structure of IH, see [12].

The theory IH is sound and complete for denotational equivalence of circuits.

Theorem 1. For all circuits c, d in Circ, [[c]] = [[d]] iff c
IH
= d.

The proof of this result relies on the modular structure of IH: exploiting
Lack’s theory for composing props [41], completeness results for the sub-theories
(cf. Theorem 3 below) are “put together” to achieve completeness for the whole
IH, see [63, 18]. Also note that the same completeness theorem was independently
obtained by Baez and Erbele [3] relying on a normal form argument.

Remark 3. It is worth mentioning that the denotational semantics in terms of bi-
infinite trajectories kZ (see Definition 4 and above) also enjoys a completeness re-
sults, in terms of an equational theory which is very close to IH. Most notably, the
axiomatisation of bi-infinite trajectories lacks the axiom p p = ,
which is replaced by a weaker version. See [31] for the full details.
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= = =

= = =

= = =

= = =

= = = =

= = = =

(fr 1)
=

(fr 1)
=

(•-sp)
=

(•-bo)
=

(fr 2)
=

(fr 2)
=

(◦-sp)
=

(◦-bo)
=

p

p
= p = p

p =
p

p
p =

p q = pq
q

p
= p+ q 0 =

p p = = p p for p 6= 0, p ∈ k[x]

−1

=
−1

=

Fig. 1. Axioms of Interacting Hopf Algebras (IH).
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Example 4. In Example 3, we have shown that the circuits c1 and c2 of Exam-
ple 2 denotes the same relation. This equivalence can be proved by equational
reasoning in IH, as the following derivation demonstrates:

xx1- 1-
=

<latexit sha1_base64="5nAYtxWAX7of0BrG8ejpXuLENxQ=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKwAcIAS8eEzAPSJYwO+lNxszOLjOzQgj5Ai8eFPHqJ3nzb5wke9DEgoaiqpvuriARXBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVDFssFjEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLYThTQKBLaC0d3Mbz2h0jyWD2acoB/RgeQhZ9RYqX7bK5bcsjsHWSVeRkqQodYrfnX7MUsjlIYJqnXHcxPjT6gynAmcFrqpxoSyER1gx1JJI9T+ZH7olJxZpU/CWNmShszV3xMTGmk9jgLbGVEz1MveTPzP66QmvPInXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2dekzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtNwYbgLb+8SpoXZa9Svq5XStWbLI48nMApnIMHl1CFe6hBAxggPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWnNONnMMf+B8/gCORYzF</latexit>

x

1-

x

x=

<latexit sha1_base64="5nAYtxWAX7of0BrG8ejpXuLENxQ=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKwAcIAS8eEzAPSJYwO+lNxszOLjOzQgj5Ai8eFPHqJ3nzb5wke9DEgoaiqpvuriARXBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVDFssFjEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLYThTQKBLaC0d3Mbz2h0jyWD2acoB/RgeQhZ9RYqX7bK5bcsjsHWSVeRkqQodYrfnX7MUsjlIYJqnXHcxPjT6gynAmcFrqpxoSyER1gx1JJI9T+ZH7olJxZpU/CWNmShszV3xMTGmk9jgLbGVEz1MveTPzP66QmvPInXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2dekzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtNwYbgLb+8SpoXZa9Svq5XStWbLI48nMApnIMHl1CFe6hBAxggPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWnNONnMMf+B8/gCORYzF</latexit>

=

<latexit sha1_base64="5nAYtxWAX7of0BrG8ejpXuLENxQ=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKwAcIAS8eEzAPSJYwO+lNxszOLjOzQgj5Ai8eFPHqJ3nzb5wke9DEgoaiqpvuriARXBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVDFssFjEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLYThTQKBLaC0d3Mbz2h0jyWD2acoB/RgeQhZ9RYqX7bK5bcsjsHWSVeRkqQodYrfnX7MUsjlIYJqnXHcxPjT6gynAmcFrqpxoSyER1gx1JJI9T+ZH7olJxZpU/CWNmShszV3xMTGmk9jgLbGVEz1MveTPzP66QmvPInXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2dekzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtNwYbgLb+8SpoXZa9Svq5XStWbLI48nMApnIMHl1CFe6hBAxggPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWnNONnMMf+B8/gCORYzF</latexit>

=

<latexit sha1_base64="5nAYtxWAX7of0BrG8ejpXuLENxQ=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKwAcIAS8eEzAPSJYwO+lNxszOLjOzQgj5Ai8eFPHqJ3nzb5wke9DEgoaiqpvuriARXBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVDFssFjEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLYThTQKBLaC0d3Mbz2h0jyWD2acoB/RgeQhZ9RYqX7bK5bcsjsHWSVeRkqQodYrfnX7MUsjlIYJqnXHcxPjT6gynAmcFrqpxoSyER1gx1JJI9T+ZH7olJxZpU/CWNmShszV3xMTGmk9jgLbGVEz1MveTPzP66QmvPInXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2dekzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtNwYbgLb+8SpoXZa9Svq5XStWbLI48nMApnIMHl1CFe6hBAxggPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWnNONnMMf+B8/gCORYzF</latexit>

Theorem 1 gives a partial account of Circ expressivity. Indeed, it states that
[[·]] : Circ → Relk((x)) is faithful, but what about fullness? In other words, what
property characterises the image of [[·]]? It turns out these are precisely the rela-
tions that are vector spaces over the field k(x) of polynomial fractions. Formally
stated, this is Theorem 2 below, but first we recall two necessary concepts.

Definition 5 (LinRelk, Mat k). Given a field k,

– LinRelk is the sub-prop of Relk (Definition 3) with arrows those relations that
are linear, namely an arrow n→ m is a sub vector-space of kn+m.

– MatR is the sub-prop of LinRelk with arrows being just linear maps, namely
an arrow n→ m is a m× n-matrix over k.

Writing IH for the quotient of Circ by
IH
=, we may now state that

Theorem 2. There is an isomorphisms of props between IH and LinRelk(x).

In other words, Theorem 2 says that the denotational semantics factors as

Circ
[[·]] //

����

Relk((x))

IH
∼= // LinRelk(x)

� ?

OO

We can provide similar results for the subprops of Circ introduced in Section 2.

We write HA, HAop and SF respectively for C−→irc , C←−irc and SF quotiented by
IH
=.

Theorem 3. There are isomorphisms of props between:

1. HA and Mat k[x];
2. HAop and Mat k[x]

op
;

3. SF and Mat k〈x〉.
Remark 4 (Kleene theorem). The last point of Theorem 3 can be thought as
an analogue of Kleene’s theorem for regular languages: it provides a syntactic
characterisation of the rational behaviours. The relations denoted by SF are
particularly well behaved functions, since they do not actually require the full
generality of Laurent series: any rational polynomial generates a finite power
series, without the need for a “finite past.” The correspondence between (or-
thodox) signal-flow diagrams and rational matrices is well-known (see e.g. [54]):
here we give a categorical, string-diagrammatic, account of this characterisation
where notions of “input”, “output” and direction of flow are derivative.

We also mention that point 1 of Theorem 3 seems to be a folklore result,
ubiquitously appearing in different flavours [42, 36, 52, 48, 41, 63].
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4 Operational Semantics

t .
k−−→
k k

t + 1 . t .
k−→• t + 1 .

t .
k l−−→
k+l

t + 1 . t .
•−→
0

t + 1 .

t . x
l

k−→
l

t + 1 . x
k

t . r
l−−→
rl

t + 1 . r

t .
k k−−→
k

t + 1 . t .
•−→
k

t + 1 .

t .
k+l−−−→
k l

t + 1 . t .
0−→• t + 1 .

t . x
l

l−→
k

t + 1 . x
k

t . r
rl−−→
l

t + 1 . r

t .
k−→
k

t + 1 . t .
k l−−→
l k

t + 1 . t .
•−→• t + 1 .

t . c
u−→
v

t + 1 . c′ t . d
v−→
w

t + 1 . d′

t . c ; d
u−→
w

t + 1 . c′ ; d′

t . c
u1−−→
v1

t + 1 . c′ t . d
u2−−→
v2

t + 1 . d′

t . c⊕ d
u1 u2−−−−→
v1 v2

t + 1 . c′ ⊕ d′

Fig. 2. Structural rules for operational semantics, with p ∈ Z, k, l ranging over k and
u, v, w vectors of elements of k of the appropriate size. The only vector of k0 is written
as • (as in Definition 4), while a vector (k1 . . . kn)T ∈ kn as k1 . . . kn.

As for programming languages, denotational semantics is just one way of
giving formal meaning to circuit syntax. In this section we take a different per-
spective, and regard circuits as state-based machines, the step-by-step execution
of which is the operational semantics.

The atomic components of the operational semantics will be transitions of

shape t . c
v−→
w

t′ . c′ . Here c and c′ are states, that is, circuits augmented
with information about which values k ∈ k are stored in each register ( x and

x ) at that computation step. States are decorated with runtime contexts: t
and t′ are integers that—intuitively—indicate the time when the transition hap-
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pens.4 Finally, the labels v and w are the values (k-vectors) observed respectively
on the left and on the right interfaces of c, when transitioning to c′.

Example 5. For a concrete example, recall the circuit c2 (Example 2). As shown
in Example 3, the relation [[c2]] pairs 1, 0, 0, . . . with 1, 1, 1, . . . . In the operational
semantics, this is broken down into step-by-step observations, as follows:

0 . x
0

1−→
1

1 . x
1

0−→
1

2 . x
1

0−→
1
· · ·

At each step, the register x is annotated with its current value. One reads
above trace as saying that, at time 0, value 1 is read both on the left and on the
right; at time 1, value 0 is read on the left, and 1 on the right, and so on.

In the example above, the register is initialised at 0. We will assume this
through the whole paper, as made explicit by the following definition.

Definition 6. Let c : n→ m be a circuit in Circ. The initial state c0 of c is the
one where all the registers store 0. A computation of c starting at time t ≤ 0 is
a (possibly infinite) sequence of transitions

t . c0
vt−−→
wt

t+ 1 . c1
vt+1−−−→
wt+1

t+ 2 . c2
vt+2−−−→
wt+2

. . . (6)

It is important to remark that the rules in Fig. 2 define the valid transitions
for any circuit, inductively on the syntax of Circ. The definitions for the genera-
tors reflect the intuition of Section 2; for instance, acts as a copier, because
when k is observed on the left then two copies of k are observed on the right.
Also, all the generators are stateless except for the registers x and x .
For x , the idea is that whenever it receives a value k on the left, it releases
the currently stored value l on the right, and k becomes the newly stored value.
Symmetrically, in the definition for x (and, more generally, any generator of
C←−irc ) it is helpful to think of signals as coming from the right, and exiting from
the left.

This description hints at a potential issue. On the one hand, the purpose
of providing an operational semantics is to describe step-by-step evolution of
circuits as executable machines. On the other hand, we allow for the composition
of circuits, such as those of C−→irc and of C←−irc , in which signals intuitively flow in
different directions. What is the computational meaning of such composites?

As seen in Example 5, sometimes it is possible to construct computationally
meaningful circuits with a mix of C−→irc - and C←−irc -components: c2 has a clear left-
to-right directionality, as the C←−irc -components ( and ) only contribute to
a feedback loop. Other circuits exhibit a more puzzling behaviour, for example:

4 Note that, being an integer, time may be negative — as we shall see in Example 6,
some executions must start in the past.
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Example 6. In x x , both interfaces seem to act as outputs. The equational
theory IH equates it with , and thus they have the same denotational seman-
tics. However, their operational behaviour is subtly different. Indeed, whereas
for any sequence ai ∈ k, admits the computation

0 .
a0−−→
a0

1 .
a1−−→
a1

2 .
a2−−→
a2

. . . (7)

The circuit x x admits a similar computation, but we must begin at time
t = −1 in order to first “load” the registers with a0:

−1 . x x
0 0

0−→
0

0 . x x

a0 a0
a0−−→
a0

1 . x x

a1 a1
a1−−→
a1

. . . (8)

The circuit x x , which again is equal to in IH, has yet a different
operational behaviour. Although every computation of can be reproduced,

x x admits additional, problematic computations. Indeed, consider

0 . x x
0 0

0−→
1

1 . x x
0 1

(9)

at which point no further transition is possible—the circuit can deadlock.

At a deeper level, Example 6 demonstrates that the operational semantics is
not meant to be executable for all circuits: the rule for sequential composition
implicitly quantifies existentially on the middle value v, resulting in potentially
unbounded non-determinism. Reaching a satisfactory understanding of this phe-
nomenon is the subject of the next section. As a preliminary observation, it is
worth observing that, if one restricts to infinite computations, then the mis-
match outlined in Example 6 disappears, and we have a perfect correspondence
between operational and denotational equivalence.

In order to state this result, we introduce a preliminary notion. As customary
in control theory, we consider trajectories: traces that possibly start in the past.

Definition 7. To any infinite computation as in (6) we can associate a Z-
indexed sequence σ : Z→ kn × km, called a trajectory, as follows:

σ(i) =

{
(ui, vi) if i ≥ t,
(0, 0) otherwise.

(10)

Note that σ is finite in the past, i.e., for which ∃j ∈ Z such that σ(i) = (0, 0)
for i ≤ j.

We call operational semantics the set 〈c〉 of trajectories given by the infinite
computations of c.

Remark 5. We purposefully used the same term “trajectories” as in the denota-
tional semantics: indeed, there is a close connection between computations that
start in an initial state and Laurent series, which we encountered in Section 3.
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Indeed the sequence of observations at any port is clearly a Laurent series – any
computation can be trivially (i.e. with 0 observations) continued infinitely into
the past, as reflected by (10) in Definition 6. One could generalise the notion of
computation so that one would not need to start in the initialised state: in that
case, the corresponding notion of trajectory 10 could be a bona-fide bi-infinite
sequence, i.e. with σ possibly infinite in the past. See [31, 30] for more details.

Theorem 4 (Operational-Denotational correspondence). For all circuits
c, d of Circ, 〈c〉 = 〈d〉 if and only if [[c]] = [[d]].

Example 7. Consider (7) and (8) in Example 6. According to (10) both are
translated into the trajectory σ mapping i ≥ 0 to (ai, ai) and i < 0 into (0, 0).

More generally, it holds that 〈 〉 = 〈 x x 〉. Note the two circuits would
be distinguished when looking at their finite traces— compare (7) with (8).

However, by Theorem 4, 〈 〉 = 〈 x x 〉 also holds. Indeed, problematic
computations, like (9), are all finite and, by definition, do not give rise to any
trajectory.

5 Realisability

In light of Example 6, one may ask how common deadlock situations (as the one
in (9)) and computations that need to start in the past (as in (8)) are. It turns
out these issues are avoided when considering the operational semantics of the
sub-class SF of circuits that adhere to the classical notion of signal flow graphs.

Lemma 1. Let c be a circuit diagram in SF.

1. There are no deadlocks - for every t ∈ Z and state ct, there exists a transition

t . ct
vt−−→
wt

t+ 1 . ct+1 .

2. Every computation with only trivial observations in the past can be started
at time 0. That is, for any k ∈ N, if

−k . c0
0−→
0
−k + 1 . c1

0−→
0
· · · 0−→

0
0 . ck

vk−−→
wk

0 . ck+1
vk+1−−−→
wk+1

· · ·

then also

0 . c0
vk−−→
wk

1 . ck+1
vk+1−−−→
wk+1

2 . ck+2
vk+2−−−→
wk+2

· · ·

The key insight behind this result is that, in SF, the existential quantification
in sequential circuit composition becomes deterministic, subject to a choice of
inputs at each step of evaluation. Therefore, circuits in SF provide a proper
operational realisation of the relation behaviour that they denote. What can we
say about the other behaviours denoted in Circ? Can they be executed somehow?
Do they have a proper operational realisation?
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Below we shall see that the answer to the last questions is positive, in fact,
within the equational theory of IH, Circ is nothing but a “jumbled up” version of
SF: more precisely, while every circuit in SF has inputs on the left and outputs
on the right, for every circuit in Circ there is a way of partitioning its left and
right ports into “inputs” and “outputs”, in the sense that appropriate rewiring
yields an IH-equal circuit in SF.

We begin by giving a precise definition of what we mean by “jumbling up”
the wires of a circuit. First, for each n,m ∈ N, we define circuits ηn : n→ 1+1+n
and εm : 1 + 1 +m→ m in Circ as illustrated below.

ηn := n εm := m

Next, we define the families of operators Ln,m : Circ[n+1,m]→ Circ[n, 1+m] and
Rn,m : Circ[n, 1+m]→ Circ[1+n,m] as follows: for any circuit c ∈ Circ[n+1,m],

Ln,m(c) = ηn ; (id1 ⊕ c)
(

n c m

)
and, for any circuit d ∈ Circ[n,m+ 1]

Rn,m(d) = (id1 ⊕ d) ; εm.

(
n md

)
Definition 8. A circuit c2 ∈ Circ[n2,m2] is a rewiring of c1 ∈ Circ[n1,m1] when
c2 can be obtained from c1 by a combination of the following operations:

(i) application of Ln,m, for some n and m,
(ii) application of Rn,m, for some n and m,

(iii) post-composition with a permutation,
(iv) pre-composition with a permutation.

Permutations are needed to rewire an arbitrary—i.e. not merely the first—
port on each of the boundaries. For instance, they allow to rewire the second
port on the right as the third on the left in the circuit c : 2→ 2 below:

c

At the semantics level, a rewiring denotes an isomorphisms between a sub-
space of type k(x)n×k(x)m and one of type k(x)i×k(x)j where n+m = i+j. For
instance, for any circuit c, [[c]] ⊆ k(x)n+1 × k(x)m is isomorphic to [[Ln,m(c)]] ⊆
k(x)n × k(x)m+1 as a subspace of k(x)n+m+1.

Theorem 5 (Realisability). For every circuit c ∈ Circ, there exists d ∈ SF
such that c is IH-equivalent to some rewiring of d.

The above theorem guarantees that an input-output partition of the ports
of any circuit in Circ always exists. Note that such a partition is not unique, as
illustrated by the following example.
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Example 8. The circuit c1 of Example 2 is equivalent to the rewiring of two
different signal flow graphs, illustrated below.

x -1 x

Indeed the rightmost circuit above is c2 of Example 2 which is IH-equivalent to
c1. The leftmost circuit is R0,1(L0,1(c1) ; ). Intuitively, the rightmost circuit
above corresponds to choosing the leftmost port of c1 to be the input and the
rightmost to be the output; in the rightmost diagram we do the opposite the
choice: the leftmost port of c1 is the output and the rightmost is the input.

5.1 Compositionality vs Directionality of Signal Flow

The fact that the input-output partition is not unique corresponds to the fact
in some circuits there is more than one way of orienting flow. This allows us to
crystallise what we consider to be a central methodological contribution of the
compositional approach: since it is only by forgetting the input-output distinc-
tion that the algebra IH of signal flow is revealed, and signal flow graphs can
be given a compositional semantics. The notions of input and output cannot,
therefore, be considered as primitive; they are, rather, derived notions. This is
different from classical approaches – for example Mason [45] emphasises inputs,
outputs and flow directional as a central feature:

“flow graphs differ from electrical network graphs in that their branches
are directed. In accounting for branch directions it is necessary to take
an entirely different line of approach...”

The compositional approach is therefore closely connected to the approach of
Willems [61] and behavioural control theory, which emphasises a relational treat-
ment of observable behaviour. Willems himself railed [62] against including the
notions of inputs, outputs and directionality in fundamental mathematical de-
scriptions of interconnected systems:

“Adding a signal flow direction is often a figment of one’s imagination,
and when something is not real, it will turn out to be cumbersome
sooner or later. [...] The input/output framework is totally inappropri-
ate for dealing with all but the most special system interconnections.
[Inputs/outputs] often needlessly complicates matters, mathematically
and conceptually.”

Inputs, outputs and flow directionality are crucial for when one wants to an
implementation of a behaviour—i.e. an executable circuit—as clarified at the
beginning of this section. Since any circuit in Circ denotes the same relation as a
rewiring of a signal flow graph, then all the denoted behaviours can be properly
realised. This explains the name “Realisability” for Theorem 5.
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Circuits, their algebraic theory, and their compositional semantics can thus
be considered a bona fide process algebra of signal flow, and serve both as a
language for specifications and for (executable) implementations. In fact, the
language lends itself to formal methods techniques such as refinement, see [10].

6 The Affine Extensions

Engineers usually do not distinguish between linear and affine systems, as the
numerical methods to study the two are substantially the same. From our per-
spective however, such distinction is important since, in order to express affine
behaviours, we need to extend the calculus of signal flow graphs, as well as the
main results illustrated so far. Such extension turns out be extremely interesting
because on the one hand, it enables the modelling of systems with richer patterns
of behaviour, like current and voltage sources in Section 7 or mutual exclusion
in Section 8; on the other hand, it allows to define contextual equivalence and
turn Theorem 4 in a proper full abstraction result (Theorem 8).

As usual, we start with the syntax. The syntactic prop ACirc is obtained by
extending the grammar in (4) with an extra constants, , having 0 interfaces
on the left and 1 on the right.

The denotational semantics [[·]] : ACirc→ Relk((x)) extends Definition 4 with

7−→ {(•, 1)}.

where 1 ∈ k((x)) denotes the Laurent series 0, 1, 0, 0, . . . Thus, intuitively,
emits such streams on the right port.

For the equational theory, we need to identify which axioms govern the be-
haviour of the extra connector . It turns out [13] that following three equations
suffice.

(dup)
=

(del)
=

(∅)
= (11)

The first two say that can be deleted and copied by the comonoid structure,
just like . The third equation is justified by the possibility of expressing the
empty set, by, for example,

[[ ]] = {(•, 1)} ; {(0, •)} = ∅. (12)

Since for any R and S in Relk((x)), ∅ ⊕ R = ∅ ⊕ S = ∅, composing or taking
the monoidal product of ∅ with any relation results in ∅; ∅ is thus analogous
to logical false. Indeed we can use equation (∅) to derive the following lemma.

Lemma 2. For any two circuit c, d : k → l of ACirc,

c lk aIH
= d

k l
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In the above lemma and hereafter,
aIH
= stands for the smallest congruence on

circuits in ACirc containing the axioms in Figure 1 and those in (11). Moreover,

we call AIH the quotient of ACirc by
aIH
= .

Theorem 6. For all circuits c, d in ACirc, [[c]] = [[d]] iff c
aIH
= d.

To characterise the expressivity of ACirc, we need to introduce affine rela-
tions [13].

Definition 9 (ARelR). Let R be a semiring. For R,S ⊆ Rn, their Minkowski sum
is defined as R+ S = {u+ v | u ∈ R and v ∈ R}. A set R ⊆ Rn is said to be an
affine subspace if there exist finite B,D ⊆ Rn such that R =

⋃
v∈B

{
{v}+ 〈D〉

}
.

Elements of B are called base points and those of D the directions.
A R-affine relation R : n → n is an affine subspace R ⊆ Rn × Rm. The prop

ARelR is the sub-prop of RelR (Definition 3) with arrows being affine relations.

When R is a field, the above definition simplifies: an affine subspace of Rn

is a subset R ⊆ Rn which is either empty or there exists a vector u ∈ Rn and
a linear subspace L of Rn such that R = u + L := {u + v | v ∈ L}. When
R is the field of fraction of polynomials, k(x), ARelk(x) exactly characterises the
expressivity of ACirc.

Theorem 7. There is an isomorphisms of PROPs between AIH and ARelk(x).

The proof of this result uses a normal form argument, building on the char-
acterisation of Theorem 2 [13].

6.1 Full Abstraction

A first payoff of the affine extension is the possibility of formulating a notion of
contextual equivalence for circuit diagrams, and consequently a full abstraction
result.

To this aim, first we extend the operational semantics to the syntax ACirc.
This amounts to augmenting the rules in Figure 2 with

0 .
•−→
1

1 . t .
•−→
0

t+ 1 . (t 6= 0)

The behaviour of the affine generator depends on the time: when t = 0, it
emits 1 o the right, otherwise it emits 0. It is easy to see that 〈 〉 contains only
the trajectory (see Definition 7) mapping time 0 into (•, 1) and all the other
times t ∈ Z into (•, 0). The operational behaviour of is symmetrical. Observe
that the behaviour of all other generators in Figure 2 is time-independent.

Example 9. Recall from (12) that [[ ]] = ∅. The same happens with the op-
erational semantics: has no possible transition at t = 0, since at that time

must emit a 1 and can only synchronise on a 0. Instead, the circuit

can always perform an infinite computation t .
•−→• t+ 1 .

•−→• . . . ,

for any t ≤ 0. It is worth observing that for all c, ⊕ c can perform the same
computations of c, while ⊕ c cannot ever make a transition at time 0.
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Roughly speaking, the computations of and mirror images of the two
possible denotations: there are only two 0 → 0 arrows in Relk((x)): the empty
relation and the identity one. The former intuitively corresponds to logical false,
as we said earlier; the second to logical truth.

Definition 10. For a circuit c ∈ ACirc[0, 0] we write c ↑ if c can perform an
infinite computation and c /↑ otherwise. For instance ↑, while /↑.

We take the predicate ↑ as our basic operational observation. To be able to
make observations about arbitrary circuits we need to introduce an appropriate
notion of context. Roughly speaking, contexts for us are circuits in ACirc[0, 0]
with a hole into which we can plug another circuit. Since ours is a variable-free
presentation, “dangling wires” assume the role of free variables [33]: restricting to
contexts in ACirc[0, 0] is therefore analogous to considering ground contexts—i.e.
contexts with no free variables—a standard concept of programming language
theory. For more details on contexts, we refer the reader to [14].

With this setup, given a circuit c ∈ ACirc[n,m], we can insert it into a context
C[−] and observe the possible outcome: either C[c] ↑ or C[c] /↑. This naturally
leads us to contextual equivalence and the formulation of full abstraction.

Definition 11. Given c, d ∈ ACirc[n,m], we say that they are contextually
equivalent, written c ≡ d, if for all contexts C[−],

C[c] ↑ iff C[d] ↑ .

Theorem 8 (Full abstraction). c ≡ d iff c
aIH
= d.

Example 10. Recall from Example 6, the circuits and x x . Take the
context C[−] = cσ ; − ; cτ for cσ ∈ ACirc[0, 1] and cτ ∈ ACirc[1, 0]. Assume that
cσ and cτ have a single infinite computation. Call σ and τ the corresponding

trajectories. If σ = τ , both C[ ] and C[ x x ] would be able to perform
an infinite computation. Instead if σ 6= τ , none of them would perform any
infinite computation: would stop at time t, for t the first moment such that

σ(t) 6= τ(t), while C[ x x ] would stop at time t+ 1.
Now take as context C[−] = ; − ; . In contrast to cσ and cτ ,

and can perform more than one single computation: at any time they can
nondeterministically emit any value. Thus every computation of C[ ] =
can always be extended to an infinite one, forcing synchronisation of and

at each step. For C[ x x ] = x x , and may emit different
values at time t, but the computation will get stuck at t + 1. However, our

definition of ↑ only cares about whether C[ x x ] can perform an infinite
computation. Indeed it can, as long as and consistently emit the same
value at each time step.

If we think of contexts as tests, and say that a circuit c passes test C[−] if
C[c] perform an infinite computation, then our notion of contextual equivalence

is may-testing equivalence [27]. From this perspective, and x x are not
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must equivalent, since the former must pass the test ; − ; while x x

may not.

It is worth to remark here that the distinction between may and must testing
cease to make sense for circuits equipped with a proper flow directionality and
thus a deterministic, input-output, behaviour. It is indeed possible to have for
ACirc a weaker form of Realisability (Theorem 5) that we avoid to illustrate in
this survey. We refer the interested reader to Sections 5 and 6 of [14].

7 Electrical Circuits

A main advantage of adopting an abstract and very elementary circuit syntax is
that signal flow graphs become just one of the computational models that can
be studied therein. In this section, we will focus on electrical circuits, showing
how they can be modelled within ACirc. In the next section, we will sketch how
yet a different model, Petri nets, can be given a similar account.

Elementary electrical engineering focusses on open linear circuit analysis.

Such circuits may include voltage ( +–
k

) and current sources (
k

), resistors

(
k

), inductors (
k

), capacitors (
k

), junctions (filled nodes) and open

terminals (unfilled nodes). An example is illustrated below.

+– 12V

8Ω

4Ω

6Ω
1 1

2

We may encode these systems syntactically as the morphisms of a prop ECirc,
freely generated by the signature

Σ = { , , , } ∪ {
k

,
k

,
k

, +–
k
,

k
| k ∈ R+} (13)

where the parameter k ranges over the non-negative reals. Arrows m → n of
ECirc represent open linear electrical circuits with m open terminals on the left
and n open terminals on the right.

Next, we provide an encoding of electrical circuits into circuit diagrams.
This amounts to define a function I (−) that translates arrows in ECirc[n,m]
into arrows ACirc[2n, 2m]. The 2 is needed because each electrical wire carries 2
quantities (current and voltage) and thus its represented by two wires in ACirc.
For each generator in Σ, Figure 3 provides its translation into a circuit of ACirc.
The translation for arbitrary circuits follows inductively by the one of generators.

Figure 4 illustrates some well-known properties of electric components in
series and parallel. The main payoff of working in ACirc is that now these prop-
erties can be now proved equationally by using the theory AIH. For instance, the
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I

 k
 = k I

 k
 = kx

I

 +–
k
 = k I

 k
 =

k

I

( )
= I

 k
 = kx

I

( )
= I ( ) = I ( ) =

Fig. 3. Compositional encoding of open electrical circuits.

I

 a b
 = I

 a+b
 I


a

b

 = I

 ab/(a+b)


I

 a b
 = I

 a+b
 I


a

b

 = I

 ab/(a+b)


I

 a b
 = I

 ab/(a+b)
 I


a

b

 = I

 a+b


I

 +–
a

+–
b
 = I

 +–
a+b

 I

 +–
a

+–
a

 = I

 +–
a


I

 a a
 = I

 a
 I


a

b

 = I

 a+b


Fig. 4. Properties of resitors, inductors, capacitors, voltage and current sources in
sequence (left) and parallel (right)
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equivalence in the first row of the second column (resistors in parallel) can be
proved as follows.

I

 a

b

 =

a

b

= a

b

= a

b
= I

(
ab/(a+b)

)

Remark 6. The circuit
a

b
, which appears in the last step above,

means 1
1
a+ 1

b

= ab
a+b when both a 6= 0 and b 6= 0. Note, however, that it is more

general than the traditional ab
a+b , e.g. it is well-defined even when both a = b = 0.

In that case, parallel zero resistors reduce, as expected, to a wire:

0

0
= = =

Similarly, the expression behaves as expected if one substitutes infinite resis-
tances, which in graphical linear algebra is “1/0”, i.e. . The same holds
for inductors in series and capacitors in parallel.

Remark 7. Observe that in in the rightmost column of the fourth row of Figure 4,
the two parallel voltage source must have the same voltage a. Indeed, in engi-
neering literature, parallel voltage sources of different voltages are disallowed. It
is nonetheless interesting to see what happens in the semantics.

a

b

=
a

b

=
a

b

=
a

b
= =

This, as we have seen, is the way of expressing the empty relation in the affine
calculus. The same holds for current source in series (first column, last row).

Remark 8. For more details about the encoding of electrical circuits in affine
circuit diagrams, the reader may refer to [13]. A similar semantics was given by
Baez and Coya [37, 26], building on the work of Baez, Erbele and Fong [3, 6],
and Rosebrugh, Sabadini and Walters [53]. However, such works only consider
passive linear circuits, namely circuits without voltage and current sources.
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8 From Control Theory to Concurrency

We have shown that the calculus of signal flow diagrams admits an axiomatisa-
tion of a significant family of behaviours (linear dynamical systems), capturing a
well-known pre-existing combinatorial model (signal flow graphs). The approach
is compositional, allowing for the syntactic representation of open systems and
emphasising their algebraic properties, but at the same time is graphical, em-
phasising their connection topology and combinatorial properties.

Historically, putting different emphasis on these aspects has led to different
research threads in the analysis of concurrent systems. On the one hand, we have
the algebraic approach put forward by process calculi [47, 56, 35]. On the other
hand, there is the tradition of graphical models of concurrent behaviour, such
as Petri nets (see e.g. [50]).

It thus seems that the calculus signal flow diagrams may act as a middle
ground between the perspectives offered by process calculi and by graphical
models. This led us [11] to analyse concurrent systems with the same diagram-
matic approach used for the analysis of linear behaviour in signal flow theory.

What is most striking is that, passing from linear to concurrent behaviour,
the setup may remain essentially unaltered: one can use the same generators
of the syntax (4), and the only significant change is modelling their behaviour
via a different set of signals, passing from a field k to the semiring of natural
numbers N.

In order to explain this point, we illustrate two examples from [13] and [11].

c1 := c2 :=
x

(14)

In the (affine) calculus of signal flow diagrams, the behaviour of c1 is not par-
ticularly interesting. It is the relation

{(•,
(
σ
τ

)
) | σ + τ = 1}

where σ and τ are arbitrary trajectories over a field k. Switching the signal space
from k to N, gives us something much more relevant, namely mutual exclusion:
the circuits has only two possible behaviours:

{(•,
(

1
0

)
), (•,

(
0
1

)
) }.

Indeed there are only those two possible solutions to the equation σ + τ = 1
when σ and τ are trajectories over N. The fact that signals are in N, and thus
cannot be negative, allows us to interpret them as resources: they can be shared
and consumed and their absence may inhibit certain behaviours.

This become even more clear when considering the circuit c2. Its behaviour
as signal flow diagram is trivial: it is the full relation , relating any input
to any output. To see this it is convenient to think operationally: assume some
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value s ∈ k is currently in the register. Now, given input k on the left, in order
to output k′ on the right, one just needs to find k′′ such that k′+ k′′ = s, which
is always possible by taking k′′ = s− k′.

Note that this is not the case, when k′, k′′, s range over N: the output k′

should be smaller than the content of the register s. If one interprets these
quantities as tokens, the circuit c2 is exactly a place of a Petri nets: from a place
containing s tokens can be taken a number of tokens k′ ≤ s and can be inserted
an arbitrary number of tokens k. After these operations, the place would contain
k + (s− k′), i.e., k + k′′, tokens.

These observations have been crystallised in the resources calculus [51, 11]:
the syntax is the same as for the calculus of signal flow diagrams, but the signal
universe is fixed to be N. This switch forces to move from linear to additive re-
lations and, consequently, to change the axiomatisation [11]. In [13], it is shown
that the algebra of stateless connectors [20] can be easily encoded into the (affine
extension) of the resource calculus. An extended study of Petri nets within the
resource calculus is illustrated in [11]. This provides an insightful understanding
as Petri nets as linear dynamical systems (but over N) as well as an elegant com-
positional operational semantics. The denotational semantics instead appears to
be challenging and surely deserves further investigations.

9 This Research and IFIP AICT 600 - IFIP 60 Year
Festivity Issue

The research described in this paper intersects with the interests of two TC1
working groups: IFIP-WG 1.3 Foundations of System Specification and IFIP-
WG 1.8 Concurrency Theory. It also touches on TC2 topics, being relevant to
IFIP-WG 2.2 Formal Description of Programming Concepts. First, signal flow
graphs are a simple, yet pervasive, model of computation. The 2-dimensional
approach described here is flexible enough to enable the string diagrammatic
syntax to express both formal specifications as well as implementations. The
axiomatic characterisation means that the former can be transformed in a prin-
cipled way to the latter. Further, the operational semantics we give is a kind of
concurrent process algebra, and—in the affine extension—we explore ramifica-
tions for the study of the semantics of Petri nets, a classical model of concurrency.
Finally, the emphasis on the interaction between denotational and operational
approaches—with a focus on compositionality—emerged from the study of for-
mal programming language semantics but is becoming ever more important in
Theoretical Computer Science.
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